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Minutes 

Golf Course Square Cluster Association Board of Directors Meeting 

May 11, 2015 

 

ATTENDEES 

Board – Anka Jhangiani, Elmer Reinhardt, Sue Silhol, Ron Stock (Quorum NOT present). 

Guests – Lauren Donnachie, Esin Reinhardt, Stephen Scholla. 

 
OPEN DISCUSSION 7:30 to 8:30 PM 
Golf Course – Esin says Rescue Reston will appeal the BZA decision.  It is not known if RA 
and the county will.  Topics discussed were:  

(a) What actually was the BZA decision, and what should be done about it?  Ron thought 
that it was only that the owner could submit a development plan prior to modification of 
the county comprehensive plan, and that does not constitute approval of that development 
plan.  Steve thought that county intent was to reject the plan. 

(b) RA and its position. 
(c) Ron emphasized the distinction between the county’s zoning rules and the Declaration 

that states the ground rules for the development of Reston.  Enforcing the covenants and 
restrictions of that declaration was assigned to the Reston Association in the August 1964 
deed recorded in Deed Book 2499.  It states that in no event shall any additional 
residential units be permitted on land shown on the attached plat as open space, except 
such land shown as temporary open space.  Provided that the plat (he hasn’t seen it) 
shows our section of the Golf Course as open space, and no deed subsequent to that one 
has modified that critical restriction, the area cannot be used for residential units.  If the 
county were to decide it would be fine, then stopping any such development by filing a 
lawsuit is the responsibility of the Reston Association.  No action by the county can 
invalidate the recorded Declaration. 

(d) Elmer distributed a 7 page memo by Bill Hearn that summarized the work done to date 
by Esin’s group. 

Grounds – Lauren is concerned about the appearance of the yard of the home behind her.  
Parking – It was noted that vehicles with no date or expired date of licensing are addressed 
regardless of the state. 
Streets and Sidewalks – Steve has tried to contact NVM without success about work that 
includes resident contracts for private walks and stoops.  He discussed problems with the 
underground drains to the street and the drainage behind the houses in his area.  Lauren 
commented also. 
 

NEXT MEETING – Annual meeting June 8 at 7:30 PM at 11621 GCS (Elmer Reinhardt) 

   followed by a brief Board meeting. 

 


